
GCK Products, LLC is the owner and distributor of GadgetKlip 
established in 2015. GCK Products is located in Rockford 
Michigan and we produce GadgetKlip right here West 
Michigan USA. We are a partner owned company with 
Michael and Sherryl a husband and wife team. GadgetKlip is 
a space-saving, chaos corralling marvel designed to hug 
safely, not pinch all those cables, cords, wires, plants and so 
much more we need organized. The stainless steel wings and 
special industrial strength plastic make GadgetKlip perfect 
for indoor and outdoor uses. GadgetKlip is designed with a 
patented unique inner curve to bundle items safely and 
securely whether it is at home, in the kitchen, bathroom, 
work area, in the office, out in the plant, garage, hobbies, 
garden, on vacation in the boat, RV, Airplanes, Military 
vehicles - wherever you are that you need organized items, 
GadgetKlip is a perfect fit.  

322230 - Stationery Product Manufacturing 

326199 - All Other Plastics Product Manufacturing 

339940 - Office Supplies (No Paper) Manufacturing 

423420 - Office Equipment Merchant Wholesalers 

423840 - Industrial Supplies Merchant Wholesalers 

423990 - Other Misc. Durable Goods Wholesalers 

444130 - Hardware Stores 

5340 - Hardware, Commercial 

5680 - Miscellaneous Construction Materials 

7510 - Office Supplies 

9330 - Plastic Fabricated Materials 

CAGE: 8M2A4 | DUNS: 947044009 | Phone: (616) 581-3705 

Gov. Business POC: Michael Despres  

Phone: (616) 581-3705 

E-Mail: michael@gadgetklip.com  
Address: 4983 Brownstone Dr. NE  
                 Rockford, MI 49341 

Work Area: Nationwide 

✓ Winner of the 2020 Global Innovation Award from the 
Inspired Home Show. 

✓ Patented inner curve to hug cords, cables, wires and 
plants safely - hugs does not pinch. 

✓ Indoor - outdoor uses 

✓ Stainless steel wings and Industrial specialty plastic body 

✓ GadgetKlip comes in three sizes: small, medium, and large 
as well as multiple colors; black, white, blue and green. 

✓ Fast delivery out of large maintained inventory. 

✓ Useable at home, work, shop, plant worksite, recreation, 
vacation - any where you have items to be organized. 

(616) 581-3705 

GadgetKlip  
Cord & Cable 
Organizing Clip 
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